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Synopsis

the emergence of civil liberties for all

The audiences for “Figaro's Follies” who know Mozart's

opera will find that they are in very familiar

territory here and might well agree with Napoleon who

said of Beaumarchais' original “Le Mariage de Figaro”

– “It is the revolution already in action.”

My primary goal in re-rendering this societal

paradigm-shifting 1784 play is to preserve it by

turning it into a much more watchable “well-made” one

while retaining its main, late 18th century motifs,

characters and very laughable, farcical plot elements

in the David Ives' tradition.

My other goal in this translation/adaptation is to

follow the advice transported across the galaxy by

aliens and given to Woody Allen in Stardust Memories –

"You want to make the world a better place? Tell

funnier jokes.”

Lexi Diamond, Brown University / Trinity Repertory

Company’s literary manager, commented: “On a

personal note, I want to tell you how much I

enjoyed reading FIGARO'S FOLLIES. I thought it was

a fabulous adaptation, and that it both honored

and enhanced its source material. Its cleverness

and vitality made it a joy to read.”

J.E. Freed
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Cast of Characters

Figaro, (FIGARO) valet to the Count formerly

barber to Doctor Bartolo

Susanna, (SUSANNA) , lady's maid to the Countess

engaged to Figaro.

Count Almaviva (COUNT)

young to middle-aged



Signore of the castle,



Countess Almaviva (COUNTESS) lady of the house,

newly married to the Count former ward of Dr.

Bartolo, much younger than the Count , and

possibly younger than all of the other women. Also

referred to as Rosina.

Marceline (MARCELINE) Middle-aged housekeeper to

Dr. Bartolo who lent money to Figaro on the bond

of his marrying her if he defaulted, in love with

Figaro. [NOTE: in panto tradition could be cast as

a cross-dressing male.]

Doctor Bartolo, (BARTOLO) former protector and

fiance of Rosina before she was the Countess

seeking revenge on Figaro and the Count for

stealing her away from him.

Cherubino (CHERUBINO) post adolescent, distant

nephew to the Count passionately in love with all

of the women in the play, [NOTE: could be played

either by a young man or woman in pants as in

Beaumarchais and Mozart.]

Fanchette, (FANCHETTE) house servant, the

gardener's daughter and six month's pregnant by

the Count, in love with Cherubino

Antonio (ANTONIO) the elderly gardener father to

Fanchette uncle to Susanna

Don Guzman / Priest (GUZMAN) the malapropish

magistrate who also plays the priest in Act III.
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Act I

Scene 1

Episode 1

Begin the 18th Century minuet music -https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CADpGCssdJs

SETTING

The wardrobe room of a late

eighteenth century Spanish

castle near Seville placed

between the two bedrooms of

the Count and Countess. There

is a rather large chair used

for barbering with a sheet

folded over one arm and a

harlequinesque jacket on the

other arm.

In addition there is a side

table with a brandy bottle

and ornate goblets on it as

well as a quill pen, ink and

writing paper and a large

scale deck of playing cards.

On pegs on one side of the

room are the Countess’

mantillas and colorful

parasols. On the other side

are the Count's three

identical cloaks fully

decorated with awards and

ribbons from the king.

Figaro enters carrying a

yellowed hemp clothesline. He

changes into the jacket and

spreads out the sheet over

the chair. He picks up a

piece of paper and starts

singing.
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FIGARO

SFX – DUNN guitar MUSIC #1

Lover why art thou repining?

Cast away thy sighs and whining

So far not so bad from a man about to disembowel his

well preserved bachelor-hood on the altar of

matrimony.

(continues singing)

Love and Laziness claim a Part,

Both sharing my Heart.

Fie on it. That will never do. There must be a conflict

between the two. (thinking a bit then writing)

Love and Laziness “each” claim a Part,

Both “contesting” for my heart.

Much better. Now from the start. (picking up his

guitar and singing)

Lover, why art thou repining?

Cast away thy sighs and whining

Love and Laziness “each” claim a Part,

Both “contesting” for my heart.

I to each his Portion gave,

No injustice can be seen,

For though I’ve made one my Queen,

To the other I am still a Slave.

Cast away thy sighs and whining,

My dearer lover part,

Happily embrace your loving.

And for my laziness . . .
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What should I do with the lazy part?

more pressing matters.



No matter, I have



He puts down the guitar,

stretches the rope

perpendicularly across the

room and opens the brandy

bottle. He takes a swig out

of it then chooses one of the

Countess' parasols. With the

brandy bottle in one hand and

the parasol in the other be

begins a tightrope walk

across the room carefully

placing one foot in front of

the other.

FIGARO

. . . . Nine, ten, eleven . . .

Susanna, enters from the door

leading to the Countess'

bedroom and picks out one of

the Countess' largest

mantillas to try on in front

of a mirror.

SUSANNA

The mirror just told me that this mantilla becomes me

so. Doesn't it, Figaro?

FIGARO

Twenty two, twenty-three, twenty-four . . .

SUSANNA

Doesn't it, Figaro?

It certainly does.



FIGARO

Thirty, thirty-one . . .
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SUSANNA

Look at me. Admire it. It gives me such pleasure when

you look at me.

FIGARO

The mantilla. . .?

SUSANNA

Good so far and what does the mantilla do?

FIGARO

It makes you look extraordinarily . . .

SUSANNA

It makes me what?

FIGARO

It makes you look extraordinarily . . .



fat.



Susanna takes down one of the

parasols off the wall and

starts poking Figaro with it.

FIGARO

I meant to say extraordinarily fantastic. You better

remove it before the Countess catches you.

SUSANNA

Not to worry. She said that I could pick one to wear

at “my” wedding tomorrow. I “meant” to say “our”

wedding but that doesn't seem so likely to me right

now. (blows her cheeks out and waddles around) And I'm

certainly not going to choose this one. The black ones

are more slimming, don't you think? And maybe more

appropriate to our nuptials. Have you ordered the

marriage hearse yet?

Figaro falls to his knees

hugging her legs.
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FIGARO

Oh, Do not forsake me, when my heart is beating with

such relishment on the threshold of love's richly

laden pantry.

SUSANNA

I'll forgive you just to stop you from poet-izing.

What were you so busy about when I came in?

FIGARO

Measuring to see if the enormous bed down the hall,

which our noble lord has so graciously promised to

give us, will stand well here.

SUSANNA

In this chamber?

FIGARO

That's why I'm measuring “this” chamber.

SUSANNA

I won't lie in this chamber.

FIGARO

Why so?

SUSANNA

I tell you I won't lie in this chamber.

FIGARO

That's not a reason.

SUSANNA

What if I have no reason? What if I don't choose to

give my reason?
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FIGARO

So I should insult my master by refusing this honor

because my wife-to-be chooses to give no reason. That

is logic worthy of a wife.

SUSANNA

Are you or are you not my most obedient, most humble

servant?

FIGARO

Your slave. But wherefore take exception to the most

convenient room in the whole house becoming our

bedroom?

SUSANNA

Yes, Yes it is the most “convenient.”

FIGARO

Convenient is the word. If during the night my Lady

should be taken ill, she rings, Ding Dong and crack!

in three skips you are standing by her side. In the

morning when my lord awakens, Ding Dong he calls, I

start and pop three skips and I am there.

SUSANNA

Very true. And a little later that morning when my

Lord has sent you on some fine errand of an hour's

duration, he starts from his bed as soon as Mr.

Figaro's back is turned, and Ding Dong Crack! in three

convenient skips he . . .

FIGARO

He?
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